
Simulations map

Scientific
 experiments

(billions)

(10**35)

Recreation of 
high-level beings

(many trillions)

(10**45)

Goal of the 
simulation

(My estimation of the number
 of such simulations)

+
(Total cost of all simulations 

of this class in flops for second of 
simulation, 

very approximately)
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Education of 
high-level beingsAI confinement 

(hundreds)
+

(10**20)

Non
 comprehensible
We can’t know goals of super AIs

Unknown number

Acasual trading 
and indexical 
uncertainty

(hundreds)
+

(10**20)

Solving Fermi paradox

X-risks probability estimation

Whole world simulation?
(billions) 

Simulation based around avatar
(narrowed conciseness of higher level being

 who is playing a role in the world)

• Training morality
• Game to solve x-risks
• Game to reach unknown goal
• Me-simulation

Bolzmann brains
Infinite

+
Simple

Computer game

• Minecraft-style game
• Game of world creation
• War game like “Risk”
• Whole world simulation

Brain in vat
 for problem solving

• Art-objects
• New AI or math?

Emulation for some 
scientific experiment

• Biology
• Social studies

Size of the 
simulation

All Universe
Group 

of people

Simulated 
object

Past of the host 
civilization

(historical ances-
tor simulations)

Possible
 civilization

Measure 
manipulation

FAI rises the measure of 
positive simulations with no 
sufferings and afterlife to 
save humans from Bolzmann 
brains and bad worlds.

It do it by creating the 
biggest possible number of 
simulations

One level Two levels 

Earth Human society
One

observer-moment

Simulation 
structure

Multilevel
 matryoshka

Uncertain for all 
participants

Tree with crossing 
branches
Flux universe

Simulation 
argument for Earth

1) OUR civilization is very 
likely to become extinct
 before reaching a 
“posthuman” stage

2) or: WE will not create 
simulations

3) or: WE are almost 
certainly living in a
computer simulation
-------
•  Smaller, cheaper and 
“earlier” I-simulations are 
more probable

•  Simulation maybe switched 
off after reaching certain 
threshold  link

Simulation
 argument for
 all possible 
civilizations

1) ALL possible civilizations are very 
likely to go extinct before reaching a 
“posthuman” stage (which is unlikely)

2) We are almost certainly living in a 
computer simulation

Simulation 
argument

Doomsday simulation 
argument

If both DA and SA are true then
we live in a simulation and it will be 
switched off or experience an
existential catastrophe soon

If we are in a simulation, we don’t know 
when it began. It could have been as
late as e.g., the year 2000. If the to-
tal simulation is short, and we assume 
that we are roughly in the middle of it, it 
could end very soon.

2) Aranyosi: DA and SA cancel each
 other out (it may result from his as-
sumptions)

Indifference principle

Bland indifference principle

“Bland indifference principle prescribes indifference only between 
hypotheses about which observer you are, when you have 
no information about which of these observers you are”.

A) Very weak – only exact copies may be counted as equal 
observers. Best for simulation argument, if there is no real differ-
ence between sims and real people.

B) Stronger: “The second case is where the minds are “like” each 
other only in the loose sense of being the sort of minds that are 
typical of human creatures, but they are qualitatively distinct from 
one another and each has a distinct set of experiences”.
Bostrom, link 

Required number of 
the simulations

Mathematical 
simulations

 In the math universe
all possible simulations exist 
infinite number of times, and 
this infinity is of highest order

No goal, random

Unknown, but know dreams are 
most widespread type of simula-
tions for humans (and even simu-
lated humans will have dreams)

Dreams

Manifestations of
unconsciousness

Glitches in matrix

Abandoned simulations

Types 
of hosts

Humans Super AI Natural process Aliens God Simulated being

Brain

• Dreams
• Day fantasy
• Split personality
• Hallucinations
• Inner dialogue 

Art

• Novel
• Movie
• Computer game
• Theatre

Young super AI
Soon after it starts, may be 

during take-off stage

AI on the highest 
level of its 

development
Billion years from now

Miracles

Random Human-like

Completely
different

Transcendental
God has properties that are 

completely beyond our ability 
to understand

Mathematical
If very complex being is pos-
sible and if all possible math 
structures exist, God exists

Qualia based
• Pure awareness
• Actuality centre
• Qualia source
• Me-now

AI based
AI, which came through an

unlimited number of self-im-
provements will be indistin-

guishable from God

Nature-based 
(pantheism)

Universe is large computer
 itself; calculation between 

branches of multiverse

No miracles, 
exact simulation

Abandoned 
simulations

Observation 
selection based
Observer will experience

 unlimited growth of complex-
ity in one of the branches of 

Multiverse

Host’s 
invasions 

as miracles

Miracles as laws 
for this simulation

Errors
or artefacts

Exploits, which 
could be hacked 

from inside

Bolzmann
 supercomputers

Spontaneous AIs
in fluctuations

Termination
of the simulation

Host goal is met
He  is not interested any 
more in the simulation

Simulations with 
after-life

Simulation 
consumes too 

much resources

Its inhabitants 
learn that they 

are in simulation

Its inhabitants 
die after global 

catastrophe

It is built to 
model global 
catastrophes

Simulation 
become danger-

ous to its host (AI 
created inside it)

Program
error happens

Higher level 
simulation 

is terminated

Resurrectional 
simulations

(hundreds of billions)

(10**40)

Re-growing the same being 
based on his digital footprint

But it may be enough to 
re-create all of human

 history only once

Special types of simulations

Creation of many different 
copies of dead person to fill 

gaps in our knowledge

Detalization 
of the

simulation Detailed, 
physical:

atoms and 
particles

Thermodynamic: 
large scale

physical laws 
and objects up to 

grains of sand

Simplified
Humans are simplified

 to models

Only surfaces 
of observable 

objects

Experiences
Only conscious experiences 

are modeled

Time 
duration of 

the simulated 
reality

Universe Human history
Part of human life
(years or days)

Important 
historic period Personal life

Observer
-moment

Total 
computational 

cost for 
one simulation
(very approximately) 10**200 10**60 10**2010**40 10**26 10**10

Me-simulation

Brain 
Only neurons and

 observations, 
no inner structure

Impossible
civilization

Ethics of simulations

No sufferings
Such simulations 
may be useless

No unbearable 
sufferings

Unbearable sufferings:
a) are so extreme that death 
is preferable 
b) are extremely long 
с) are useless (cancer, death 
in fire, loss of family)

Other people in a such 
simulation may claim to have 
such sufferings but be 
philozombies in these 
moments. 

Total positive
Fun and positive emotions 
overweigh suffering in total

Non ethical
Probably created by 

unfriendly AI

Measure problem: how number of copies translates into probabilities to be the one

Measure is a 
number of copies
Rise chances that I am one 

of my copies in the 
biggest set of them

Measure
 is enegry

of calculations
Raise chances that I am in
 the real world as it is the 

most energy-consuming type 
of simulation

Mesure is 
probability 
density in 

the quantum 
multiverse

Measure is size 
of the set 

of similar, but 
slightly 

 different copies

Sadistic 
Created to cause suffering

(hell)

Matryoshka of 
historical 

simulations
• Lowest level simulations 
will dominate
• Lowest level will be 
pre-singularity civilization 
(like ours)

Most interesting things to be simulated (and we are probably in one of them)

Global risks and 
their prevention

AI creation and
 its goal system

Power
Kings, government, fight for 

power

If you are a king it is more 
likely that you are in simula-
tion than if you are a peasant

Adventure

Love, 
intense pleasure, 
improbable events

Gods and miracles

Objections to SA
Measure

Real worlds have higher
 measure

Universal 
AI catastrophe
All early stage AIs kill 

themselves

Universal ethics
All AIs develop 

the same ethics and do not 
create simulations with qualia

Infinity problems

The universe is infinite, and I 
have infinitely many real 

copies

Non-uniform 
measure over 

Universe (actuality)
The nearest regions 

are more real

Flux universe
An observer is distributed
 over many different 
universes, some real, and 
some simulations, so 
claiming to be in one of 
them is meaningless

Bolzmann brains 
overweight 
simulations

Best candidates 
on the

 biggest share 
of all possible
simulations 

so we are probably in 
such simulation

Low-resolution
me-simulations
created for 
recreation, 
which are on the 
lowest level of 
matryoshka 
simulation and near 
x-risks period

Scientific 
simulation 
concentrated 
near the period 
of AI creation

Resurrectional 
simulations

“Positive simulations” 
with no unbearable 
sufferings and with 
afterlife created by 
FAI to dominate 
simulation scape

Bigger share of all possible simulations

Unknown

Simulation parameters

Simulation argument

Space of all possible simulations

Matryoshka
 simulation

Measure is based 
on brightness 
of experience 

(brighter qualia)

Measure is based on 
complexity of 
awareness: 

I most likely to be 
“most clever” observer
 in local universe or will 

be him in the future 
(transcendental

 advantage)

Simulations with 
“viruses” or police 

(agent Smith)

Simulations with-
out simulated 

object (impossible 
simulations)

Observer in the simulation

In an extrinsic 
simulation, the 

consciousness is 
external to the 

simulation

 In an intrinsic 
simulation the 

consciousness is 
entirely contained 
within it and has 

no presence in the 
external reality.

Brain in a vat
wiki 


